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RJD Chief Lalu Prasad Yadav To Be Shifted To Mumbai
On Tuesday; To Be Operated At Asian Heart Institute
Earlier, he had come to Mumbai on May 22 and had undergone a surgery to save his heart from
infection. Yadav was on bail from Ranchi jail on grounds of medical basis for six weeks but the
doctors advised him to return to Patna for two weeks.
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Mumbai - RJD Leader, Lalu Prasad Yadav will depart from Patna for Mumbai on June 19,
Tuesday where he will be operated at Mumbai's Asian Heart Institute. Earlier, he had come to
Mumbai on May 22 and had undergone a surgery to save his heart from infection. Yadav was
on bail from Ranchi jail on medical grounds for six weeks but the doctors advised him to return
to Patna for two weeks.
Also Read: Shiv Sena MP Sanjay Raut To Produce A Biopic On Veteran Leader George
Fernandes
Doctors said the operation of Fistula is necessary and after that, his kidney will be operated.
However, earlier the operation was not possible due to haemoglobin deficiency. Therefore, the
doctors advised him to increase the amount of haemoglobin in two weeks. Currently, it is 9.9
per cent but the doctors said that it is necessary to have at least 11 per cent for the operation.
Also Read: Shiv Sena Demands To Change Mumbai University’s Name
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As Yadav comes to Mumbai, the priority of the doctors will be to save the artificial valve from
the infection that was placed in his heart three years ago. The surgery will be possible only
when the fistula is operated in order to control the sugar.
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